Places • Showrooms

Kelling Designs

Bert Frank

Lighting manufacturer Bert Frank has
opened a new showroom on 67
Farringdon Road. Set across two floors,
the space draws influence from a
multitude of styles and eras - from the
design codes of the industrial era

through to Art Deco and mid-century
inspired forms. It also provides the first
London showcase of Bert Frank's full
collections, as well as a venue to host
workshops and panel discussions.
bertfrank.co.uk

Kelling Designs has annouced the opening of the
new Kelling Townhouse. Created with fully
functional living spaces, it allows your clients to
see firsthand how to be bolder with their choices
and to see their design schemes in the flesh.
Located at 3 Langton Street in Chelsea, you can
also shop the full KDLoves range in house.
kellingdesign.com

Samuel
& Sons

Samuel & Sons
has opened
a showroom
in the Design
Centre, Chelsea
Harbour. The
new space will
allow the brand
to display more
product ranges.
from traditional
borders, fringes
and braids
to more
innovative
designs such
as laser-cut
plastic and
glass beaded
borders.
samuelandsons.
corn
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Ledbury Studio

The opening of Charlie Smallbone's latest enterprise also marked
the launch of the Metallics Collection. Ledbury Studio's first kitchen
design. The Space is situated on Ledbury Mews in Notting Hill, from
which it takes its name, and is - coincidentally - close to where
Charlie Smallbone established Smallbone of Devizes almost 40 years
ago. The 83.Gsq m showroom allows visitors to see the Metallics
Collection in pewter, zinc and copper finishes.
ledburystudio.com

CP Hart

CP Hart's Manchester
showroom has undergone
refurbishment. The
reimagined space offers an
immersive bathroom
experience which includes
first-to-market innovations
that can't be seen anywhere
else in the UK. With more
colours, finishes and style
options, visitors can also
browse new brassware
collections and ceramic
trends from Italian
manufacturers including the
likes of Cieto, Gessi, Fantini
and Artelinea.
cphart.co.uk

Studio.

